Computer-aided simple triage.
Computer-aided detection (CAD) established its role in medical imaging as second reader aimed to boost the diagnostic accuracy of human interpreter. As the diagnostic performance of CAD systems improves and more imaging modalities are covered, CAD steps forward to fill new, more demanding positions in medical practice. In this paper, we investigate how the introduction of CAD for emergency diagnostic imaging shifts the use case paradigm from second reader to initial interpreter and triage tool. We start from extracting common characteristics of exiting CAD systems and compare them to those for emergency diagnostic imaging modalities. Based on the deduced requirements, we define a new class of CAD systems-Computer-aided simple triage (CAST) and explore its properties, use case scenarios and clinical benefits. We also discuss the differences between the CAST, CAD, and automated computer diagnosis. A CAST system should serve as a simple triage tool performing a fully automatic analysis and providing initial classification at "per study" level. Positive studies are then immediately analyzed by expert reader, thus reducing delay for patients with critical conditions, while negative studies can be initially dealt with by less experienced staff. Automatic image quality and study complexity assessment can serve as reading prioritization key. CAST system should exhibit sufficiently high specificity, while not compromising the high sensitivity per study. CAST systems have a potential to become an "enabling technology" allowing introduction of advanced imaging techniques into the emergency workflow protocols by addressing the reader unavailability and reading prioritization problems.